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The coupling relationship between polymer gel system and reservoir pores is an

important basis for scientific formulation of tertiary oil recovery programs. The

polymer gel profile control agent can significantly modify the fluid migration

path inside the reservoir. In this study, artificial cores were used to carry out

indoor water flooding experiments after polymer gel injection that considering

formation permeability, polymer concentration and polymer injection rates.

Based on the accurate records of the breakthrough pressure and injection

volume during water flooding, as well as a large number of observations of the

microscopic morphology of the cores after the polymer gel profile control and

displacement, a set of criteria for determining reservoir-matched polymer gel

profile control agents is proposed. The experimental results show that a

complex spatial network structure is formed after the gelation of the

polymer gel system. As the polymer concentration increases, the network

structure of the gel system becomes denser. At the same time, the unit

network structure is becoming smaller, and the order of the grid chain

structure becomes clearer. Under the condition of low polymer

concentrations, the backbone structures of the gel are obvious, but there

are a lot of fine pores. When the polymer concentration is greater than

1,500mg/L and the injection rate is less than 0.15 ml/min, the water

flooding breakthrough pressure is greater than 0.2 MPa, the plugging rate is

greater than 95%, and a good plugging effect is obtained.
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1 Introduction

In the middle and late stages of the development of strong heterogeneity reservoirs,

the oil saturation in the large pores will be greatly reduced (Liu, 2000; Liu, 2019; Zhao,

2012). Furthermore, the pore structures of the reservoir has undergone significant

changes due to the continuous scouring of fluids for a long time. Then, a large
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amount of injected fluids preferentially enter the large pores and

continue to perform inefficient circulation, thereby reducing the

displacement effect (Fan, 2013; Niu et al., 2003).

Low permeability, low productivity, fractured heterogeneous

sandstone reservoirs are widely developed in China (Liu et al.,

2014a; Wang et al., 2016a). In the process of water injection

development, a large number of secondary large pores are formed

due to the long-term scouring of the formation by the injected

water (Li et al., 2006; You et al., 2009). The large pores exacerbate

the injection-production contradiction and cause the injected

water to continuously intrude into the oil wells along the large

pores and fractures. Therefore, the water flooding sweep

coefficient is reduced (Liang, 2008; Liu et al., 2018; Xu et al.,

2002). At this time, the water cut of the oil well rises rapidly when

the recovery degree is not high, and the oil field enters the high

water cut period. The use of composite slug profile control

technology for plugging large pores in the deep formation has

been proved to be effective in terms of the oil enhancement effect

by many field tests. Particle profile control agent is a new type of

liquid flow diverting agent (Qing et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2017). It

migrates in the strata in four modes: blockage, smooth passage,

deformation passage, and broken passage. Therefore, it can

effectively improve the reservoir heterogeneity and enhance

the displacement effect. In recent years, particle profile control

agents have been widely used in different oil fields (Jia et al., 2016;

Nie, 2017). In addition, the depth profile control agent is a deep

liquid flow diverting agent with unique physicochemical

properties and can significantly improve the heterogeneity and

water injection development effect of deep reservoirs in the high

water cut or ultra-high water cut stage (Sun et al., 2016; Tian,

2013; Zhao et al., 2015). In recent years, it has been successfully

applied in some oil fields, and has attracted more and more

attention of oilfield chemical engineers.

Old oil fields usually undergo several adjustments during

their development, such as water drive, carbon dioxide drive,

acidizing, fracturing and reservoir reconstruction, the general

well spacing of a well group is 150 m. At present, most of the old

oil fields in China have entered the later development stage of

ultra-high water cut, the maximum water content can reach to

95%. Serious inefficiency and ineffective circulation further

increase the difficulty of oil recovery (Liang, 2008; Liu et al.,

2018). The previous have made some achievements in the

application of gel profile control technology to improve the

ineffective water circulation. It can be said that whether the

gel profile control agent dynamically gels in the deep formation

determines the feasibility of the deep profile control technology

(Liu et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2014a). The gel-forming effect of the

gel profile control agent is related to whether the technology is

really effective and can be applied on a large scale (Qing et al.,

2017; Yang et al., 2017). At present, short cores are usually used

to evaluate the short-distance plugging pressure of gel profile

control agents. Therefore, the long-distance plugging

performance of the gel cannot be well understood.

Quantitative evaluation of the dynamic gel-forming properties

of gel profile control agents in deep formations will help people

better understand their plugging mechanisms.

After the oilfields entered the late stage of ultra-high water cut,

the inefficient and ineffective circulation intensified, and the

development of remaining oil became more and more difficult.

Deep profile control measures are effective means to improve the

inefficient and ineffective circulation in the well (Guo et al., 2007;

Wang et al., 2006; Yuan et al., 2006). The compatibility of profile

control agent system and reservoir closely affects the effect of deep

control measures. Different types of reservoirs have different

requirements on the performance of profile control and plugging

systems. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out flooding experiments

under different control conditions of polymer concentration, core

permeability and polymer injection rate. Through this study, the

relationship between the breakthrough pressure under different

reservoir conditions and the microstructures of the polymer

profile control agent can be elucidated, and the matching

relationship between the polymer gel profile control agent and

the pores can be determined.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Preparation of polymer gel profile
control agent

2.1.1 Experimental materials
Cr3+ cross-linking agent: its effective content is 90%;

stabilizer: its effective content is 90%; experimental water: The

polymer gel profile control agent solution is prepared with water.

The composition and content of the water used in this

experiment are shown in Table 1.

2.1.2 Preparation
First, a graduated cylinder is used to measure an amount of the

formulated polymer, to which a certain amount of crosslinking agent

is added while stirring. Then, the stabilizer and additives are added,

and stirring is continued until the crosslinker, stabilizer, and

additives are uniformly dispersed in the solution. The prepared

gel profile control agent was put into jars of different labels in turn,

and put into a 45 °C incubator for constant temperature treatment.

The basic parameters of the configured polymer gel profile control

agents are shown in Table 2.

2.2 Artificial core preparation

In this paper, the rock samples from the Jian 255 coring

well in China’s A Oilfield are selected as the research object

(Figure 1), and the instruments of the displacement

experiment are shown in Figure 2. The permeability

distribution of the samples is between 1,130 mD and
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3542 mD. It can effectively represent the distribution range of

rock permeability in strong water wash, low-efficiency-

ineffective circulation area. Core flooding experiments were

performed in a high-speed, high-pressure environment. Its

essence is to study the process of the formation or plugging of

large pores during the flushing treatment of natural cores. In

this study, the parameters of natural cores after water flooding

were used to determine the preparation method of artificial

cores. The coincidence rate between artificially prepared cores

and natural cores is greater than 80%.

2.2.1 Preparation steps
(1) Preparation of fine quartz sand and cement for making

artificial cores.

(2) Mixing sand: The quartz sand required for making the model

is mixed in proportion and placed in a square plate and

stirred evenly. The medicines required to configure the

cement are weighed separately as required, and after

mixing, they are poured into the quartz sand and stirred

thoroughly. The agitated sand sample is sieved to make the

sand and cement mix more uniform.

(3) Molding: acetone is used to clean the mold before the sand is

loaded into the mold. The scraper is used to move back and

TABLE 1 ionic composition of experimental water.

Water Type Parameters

Cation (mg/L) Anion (mg/L) Total Salinity
(mg/L)

Na+ Ca2+ Mg2+ HCO3
2− Cl− SO4

2− CO3
2−

Clean water 231.2 34.1 24.3 225.1 88.7 36.0 90.0 729.3

Sewage 1,265.0 32.1 7.3 1708.6 780.1 9.6 210.1 4,012.7

TABLE 2 Composition of polymer gel profile control agent.

Formula Polymer Concentration (mg/L) Chromium Crosslinker (%) Stabilizer
Concentration (mg/L)

Polychrome Ratio

1 700 0.15 0.03 1:2

2 1,000 0.20 0.03 1:2

3 1,500 0.30 0.03 1:2

4 2500 0.30 0.03 1:2

FIGURE 1
Cylindrical cores for displacement experiments.

FIGURE 2
Instruments for core flooding experiments.
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forth in the horizontal direction, and the depth of the scraper

needs to be adjusted continuously until the sand is uniform.

This step ensures that the sand is filled evenly. The press

plate is then used to compact the sand.

(4) Applying pressure: The sand-loaded mold is placed on the

pressure testing machine and the mold is kept horizontal. It

is placed on the center line of the press platen and the platen

is to be actuated vertically. Moreover, the press is slowly

boosted to the design value (usually 3 MPa) and the pressure

is released for 15 min. Then, the side and end plates of the

mold are carefully removed.

(5) Heating and curing: The pressed core is put into the oven, the

oven temperature is adjusted to 85 °C, and the baking time is set

to 6–8 h. Then, the core is taken out and left to cool naturally.

(6) Cutting: The solidified cores are cut to the required

specifications with a cutting machine.

2.2.2 Physical parameters of artificial and natural
cores

The conformity of the parameters of the artificial and natural

cores after strong water washing was compared. The lowest

coincidence values of permeability, porosity and average pore

radius are 88, 92.6 and 93.6%, respectively. It is obvious that the

conformity of all parameters has reached more than 80% (Table 3).

2.3 Experimental equipments and
methods

2.3.1 Experimental equipments
High temperature and high pressure incubator,

RS6000 rheometer (Germany HAAKE company), ISCO

pump, FEI Tecnai G2 F20 scanning electron microscope

TABLE 3 Comparison of physical parameters between artificial and natural cores.

Core no Type K (10−3μm2) Permeability
Coincidence (%)

ϕ (%) Porosity
coincidence (%)

rave
(μm)

Average Pore
Radius
Coincidence (%)

2–74 N 1378.0 — 27.9 — 24.43 —

180523A-
1

A 1296.0 94.0 28.6 97.5 23.425 95.9

180523A-
2

1212.0 88.0 28.6 97.5 22.863 93.6

2–118-2 N 2336.0 — 28.6 — 28.764 —

180620A-
1

A 2212.0 94.7 27.1 94.8 27.632 96.1

180620A-
2

2198.0 94.1 28.9 99.0 28.136 97.8

2–109-1 N 3789.5 — 30.9 — 30.49 —

180702A-
1

A 3809.0 99.5 29.6 95.8 29.632 97.2

180702A-
2

3669.0 96.8 28.6 92.6 28.622 93.9

Notes: K-permeability; ϕ-porosity; rave-average pore radius; N-natural core; A-Artificial Core.

FIGURE 3
Schematic diagram of experimental process.
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(American Gatan company), core holder, vacuum pump,

intermediate container, pipelines.

2.3.2 Experimental materials
Experimental water: shown in Table 1; polymer: effective

content of 90%; Cr3+ crosslinking agent: effective content of 90%;

stabilizer: effective content of 90%; experimental core:

artificial core.

2.3.3 Experimental program
2.3.3.1 Determination of properties of polymer gel profile

control agents

(1) First, polymer gel profile control agents with polymer

concentrations of 700 mg/L, 1,000 mg/L, 1,500 mg/L, and

2500 mg/L were prepared, respectively. Then, their peak

viscosity and gelling time were recorded. The microscopic

morphology of the polymer gel profile modifiers under

different polymer concentrations after gelation was

observed;

(2) Polymer gel profile control agents with polymer concentrations

of 700 mg/L, 1,000 mg/L, 1,500 mg/L and 2500 mg/L were

prepared respectively. Their viscosity peaks and gelling times

after shearing were recorded. After gelation, the microscopic

morphology of the polymer gel profile control agent at different

polymer concentrations was observed. In addition, the

properties of polymer gel profile modifiers subjected to and

not subjected to shearing were compared.

2.3.3.2 Core flooding experiments

(1) Before the experiment, the cores were put into the

experimental water to be emptied and saturated until no

bubbles overflowed. After the cores were saturated with

experimental water, they were transferred to a 45 °C

incubator for constant-speed water flooding experiments.

The pressure of the water flooding experiment was recorded

every 20 min until the displacement pressure no longer

changed;

(2) A certain volume of polymer gel profile control agent was

injected into the experimental core. At the same time, the

pressure change data during the injection of the gel system

was recorded. When the injection was completed, the

experimental core was placed in a 45 °C incubator for 4 days;

(3) Further, the core is subjected to subsequent water flooding

experiments at the same injection rate as in step (1), and the

FIGURE 4
Variation of viscosity of polymer gel profile control agent
system with time.

FIGURE 5
Micromorphology of profilers with different polymer
viscosities before and after gelling. (A) 700 mg/L, before, Sample 1;
(B) 2500 mg/L, after, Sample 1; (C) 700 mg/L, before, Sample 2; (D)
2500 mg/L, after, Sample 2.

FIGURE 6
Water displacement pressure curves of core samples.
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data of displacement pressure changes are recorded until

they no longer change;

(4) Calculation of core plugging rate and evaluation of gel

plugging performance;

(5) After the completion of the subsequent water flooding

experiments, the experimental cores were cut into four

equal parts according to 1/4, 2/4, and 3/4. A scanning

electron microscope was used to observe the fresh end

face after cutting and the retention of the gel. The results

are shown in Figure 3.

3 Results

3.1 Effects of polymer concentration on
gelling viscosity and microscopic
morphology

Under the conditions of 700 mg/L, 1,000 mg/L, 1,500 mg/L

and 2500 mg/L polymer concentration, the results of the

variation law of the viscosity of the polymer gel system with

time are shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that with the increase of

the polymer concentration, the gel viscosity of the polymer gel

profile control agent will increase firstly, and the viscosity will

tend to be stable after gelation. When the polymer concentration

is lower than 1,500 mg/L, the viscosity of the polymer gel profile

modifier will decrease after reaching the peak value.

TABLE 4 In-core breakthrough pressure and plugging coefficient under different polymer concentrations and core permeability.

Core Permeability (mD) 1000 mD 2000 mD 3000 mD

Polymer concentration (mg/L) 700 1,000 1,500 2500 700 1,000 1,500 2500 700 1,000 1,500 2500

Breakthrough pressure (MPa) 0.22 0.41 0.55 0.67 0.14 0.29 0.44 0.59 0.12 0.16 0.26 0.31

Plugging rate (%) 97.9 99.1 99.5 99.6 94.8 98.8 99.5 99.6 93.3 94.4 99.3 99.6

TABLE 5 Gel display of various parts of the core under electron microscope.

Gel Concentration (mg/L) Permeability (mD) Core Part

Front Central Back

700 1,000 ++ + +

2000 + + —

3000 + — —

1,000 1,000 +++ ++ +

2000 + + +

3000 + + +

1,500 1,000 +++ +++ ++

2000 +++ +++ +

3000 + +++ +

2500 1,000 +++ +++ +++

2000 +++ +++ ++

3000 +++ +++ +

In the table, "+" represents the amount of gel at the observation site, "+++" means complete plugged with a large amount of gel, "++" indicates that most areas are plugged, with a moderate

amount of gel, "+" means not plugged, with little amount of gel, and "/" means no gel is displayed.

FIGURE 7
Variation of viscosity with time of polymer gel profile control
agent system under shearing action.
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The microscopic morphology observations show that the

network structures of the gel profile control agent became denser

with the increase of polymer concentration before gelation

(Figure 5). In addition, the wall thickness is increased, the

voids are reduced, and the overall surface is rough. After

gelation, the surface of the colloid was smoother, and its grid

structure was clearer (Figure 5).

3.2 Plugging effect in cores with different
permeability under different polymer
concentrations

First, the polymer gel systems with concentrations of 700 mg/

L, 1,000 mg/L, 1,500 mg/L and 2500 mg/L were injected into

cores with gas permeabilities of 3000 mD, 2000 mD and

1,000 mD respectively according to the injection volume of

0.3 PV. They were held at 45°C for 4 d, and then brine was

used to carry out flooding experiments. The pressure changes of

the cores are recorded, and then the breakthrough pressure and

plugging rate are obtained.

According to the experimental results in Figure 6; Table 4, it

can be seen that the core permeability has the greatest influence

on the plugging effect. When the permeability is 1,000 mD, the

decrease of polymer concentration has little effect on the

plugging rate and effective plugging is formed. The second is

the effect of polymer concentration on the plugging effect, that is,

with the increase of core permeability, only higher polymer

concentration can achieve effective plugging of cores.

The microscopic observations in Table 5 are consistent with

the macroscopic experimental results. For example, in a core with

a permeability of 3000 mD, when the polymer concentration is

700 mg/L, the breakthrough pressure is low, and the pressure

difference before and after the breakthrough is small. Observed

under the electronmicroscope, there is a very small amount of gel

at the front of the core, so the breakthrough pressure is low.

There is no gel at the middle and back ends of the core, so the

pressure drops quickly after the breakthrough and the difference

is small compared to before the breakthrough.

Combined with the observation results of the microscopic

morphology of the polymer gel profile control agents, it can be

found that the final determination of the plugging effect is the

network structures after the final gelation of the polymer gel

profile control agents. The large pores inside the core can be

effectively plugged only if the conditions of a tight and smooth

network structure, few voids, thick trunks and branches are met.

4 Discussion

4.1 Influence of shear action on gel
viscosity of profile control agent

We performed physical shear simulations of laboratory-

formulated polygel profile modifiers. The variation law of

solution viscosity before and after shearing is shown in

Figure 7. It can be seen that the gel-forming viscosity of the

polymer gel profile modifier increases with the increase of the

polymer concentration. When the polymer concentration is

lower than 1,500 mg/L, the viscosity of the polymer gel profile

control agent after gelation first reaches a peak value, and then

decreases significantly.

It was found by scanning electron microscopy that the

network structure of the polymer gel profile control agent was

destroyed after being subjected to shear stress. When the polymer

concentration is lower, the network structure is destroyed at a

higher rate (Lu, 2016; Wang et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2016).

Furthermore, the structure after gelation is not strong and the

polymer gel system cannot effectively seal the formation.

4.2 Evaluation of plugging effect at
different injection rates

When the polymer gel profile control agent is injected into

the reservoir, and if the injection speed is too slow, the volume of

the profile control agent injected within a certain period of time

will be too small and the reservoir cannot be effectively plugged

(Xie et al., 2016). However, if the injection speed is too fast, the

shearing effect of the profile control agent during the migration

FIGURE 8
Variation of core pressure under different injection rates.

TABLE 6 Breakthrough pressure and plugging coefficient in cores
under different injection rates.

Progress (ml/min) 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.50

Breakthrough pressure (MPa) 0.27 0.26 0.25 0.19

Plugging rate (%) 99.4 99.3 99.3 94.4
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process is relatively large, so that the spatial structures of the

profile control agent are destroyed and the plugging performance

is reduced.

The effect of different injection rates on the plugging

performance of the polymer gel system was systematically

analyzed. First, the polymer gel profile control agent was

formulated with a concentration of 1,500 mg/L polymer,

0.30% crosslinking agent and 0.03% stabilizer. It was injected

into the cores at constant rates of 0.05 ml/min, 0.10 ml/min,

0.150 ml/min, and 0.5 ml/min, respectively. Brine was used for

core flooding after 4 days of holding at 45°C. Finally, the pressure

change data in the core is used to calculate the breakthrough

pressure and the plugging rate.

It can be seen from Figure 8; Table 6 that when the injection rate

of the profile control agent is increased to 0.5 ml/min, the injection

rate has a great influence on the plugging ability of the profile control

agent in the cores. The faster the injection rate, the lower the

plugging performance of the profile control agent in the cores.

Combined with the observation results of the microscopic

morphology of the polymer gel profile control agent, it can be

found that when the injection speed is increased, the shear effect of

the polymer gel profile control agent is enhanced. It causes the network

structure of the polymer gel profile control agent to be destroyed after

gelation, and the plugging strength is significantly affected.

4.3 Compatibility and judgment criteria of
polymer gel profile control agent and
reservoir

In this study, three plugging state models “absolute

plugging”, “plugging-migration” and “absolute migration”

were established. These models comprehensively consider the

breakthrough pressures of polymer gel profile control agent in

the cores, the plugging rates, the microscopic morphology of the

gel profile control agents, and the gel display in the cores after

displacement.

Based on the experimental results, we propose three

criteria for evaluating the compatibility of polymer gel

profile control agent and reservoir. A detailed description

of the pressure conduction law, the plugging rate range, and

the distribution state and morphological characteristics of the

gel system under different matching relationships is shown in

Table 7.

Finally, the effects of polymer viscosity and core permeability

on the plugging effect under different experimental conditions

are summarized, and the results are shown in Table 8. This study

can provide a guiding reference for similar studies.

5 Conclusion

(1) In this study, artificial cores were used to carry out indoor

water flooding experiments after polymer gel injection,

considering formation permeability, polymer

concentration and polymer injection rate. Based on the

accurate records of the breakthrough pressure and

injection volume during water flooding, as well as a large

number of observations of the microscopic morphology of

the cores after the polymer gel profile control and

displacement, a set of criteria for determining reservoir-

matched polymer gel profile control agents is proposed.

(2) A complex spatial network structure is formed after the

gelation of the polymer gel system. As the polymer

TABLE 7 Judgment criterion for matching between polymer gel profile control agent and reservoir.

Criterion Unplugged Plugged, Migration, plugged Plugged

Distribution law and
retention morphology

A small amount of colloid is retained at the
pores and on the rock surface, and the gel will
flow out of the core with water

After the colloid migrated to the middle of the
core with the injected water, a large amount of it
was retained in the middle and front of the core

A large amount of colloid is retained on the
injection end face and front end of the core,
and it hardly migrates effectively with the
subsequent injection of water

Plugging rate (%) &95 95–99% S99

Breakthrough
pressure (MPa)

&0.2 0.2–0.4 S0.4

TABLE 8 Matching relationship between polymer gel system and reservoir under different schemes.

Conditions 700 mg/L 1,000 mg/L 1,500 mg/L 2500 mg/L

3000 mD Unplugged Unplugged Plugged, migration, Plugged Effectively plugged

2000 mD Unplugged Plugged, migration, Plugged Effectively plugged Effectively plugged

1,000 mD Plugged, migration, Plugged Effectively plugged Effectively plugged Effectively plugged
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concentration increases, the network structure of the gel

system becomes denser. At the same time, the unit network

structure is becoming smaller, and the order of the grid chain

structure becomes clearer. Under the condition of low

polymer concentration, the backbone structure of the gel

is obvious, but there are a lot of fine pores.

(3) There are three situations for the distribution of polymer

gel system in the cores: a. When a small amount of

polymer gel system stays in the front surface and pores

of the core, the plugging is ineffective; b. When a large

amount of polymer gel system stays in the pores and the

front and middle parts of the core, some pores can be

effectively blocked; c. When a large amount of polymer gel

system blocks the front surface of the core, it can

effectively block the pores inside the core.

(4) When the polymer concentration is greater than 1,500 mg/L

and the injection rate is less than 0.15 ml/min, the water

flooding breakthrough pressure is greater than 0.2 MPa, the

plugging rate is greater than 95%, and a good plugging effect

is obtained.
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